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Chef Richard Dailey, commonly referred to as "Ricky", in the many resort kitchens at the JW Marriott Desert 
Ridge Resort & Spa, joined the 950 room luxury resort property in 2010 and currently holds the title of Senior 
Sous Chef.   
 
In tandem with the resort's Executive Chef Ryan Lamkin and the culinary team, Chef Dailey is responsible for 
developing the menus for the resort's award-winning banquet kitchen that is responsible for hosting some of 
Phoenix's most prestigious and high profile events.  When Chef Dailey isn't busy tailoring menus to please the 
most discriminating of palates, he is diligently working behind the scenes ensuring all operating procedures 
for the banquet kitchens are up to four diamond standards, and assisting all of the resort's additional culinary 
outlets when needed.  
 
Often times, you'll find Chef Dailey in the resort's 21,000 square foot organic herb garden where you'll find 
him carefully choosing ingredients for a specialty salad or entree; or showcasing the resort's coppertop pizza 
oven on a local news station or dazzling a member of the media with an impressive array of southwestern 
appetizers or entrees that may, or may not be on the current menu, but derived from what seasonal 
ingredients were available in the kitchen that day. 
 
Described by his co-workers as helpful, thoughtful and always available, Chef Dailey's all important kitchen 
lesson is "if you remain calm, everyone else on your team and in the kitchen will remain level headed."   And 
he credits all of his co-workers throughout his culinary career thus far, as being his biggest influencers.  
"They've all taught me something positive along the way that I've taken to the next level," he says.   
Additionally, he's a strong believer in starting at the bottom, learning all of the integral workings of the 
kitchen which will ultimately result in leading a successful team and running an efficient kitchen. 
 
Chef Dailey's favorite guilty pleasure are Oreos dipped in peanut butter or blending them in a milkshake.  
When he's not on the kitchen clock, he enjoys camping, working out, gardening and helping out local animal 
shelters.   
 
Prior to joining the JW Marriott Desert Ridge Resort, Chef Dailey has held similar positions as a Sous Chef 
with Orange Tree Golf Resort in Scottsdale and the Boathouse Restaurant in Youngstown, Ohio.  Since he's 
been with the JW Marriott Desert Ridge Resort & Spa, he's been honored as Manager of the Quarter in 2014; 
Supervisor of the Quarter in 2013; and received a Management Safe Serve certificate in 2014.   


